being (t)here

mapping the poetics of place in Bretagne

‘being (t)here’ is an intensive site-specific masterclass that looks at the poetics of place through
immersion in the local landscape. Each class is tailored to exploring its particular locality, but also
covers the fundamentals of bundle dyeing on both textiles and paper. Though, as travellers, we work
small, the techniques learned may be applied to larger projects when participants return to their own
studios. On sunny days we spend time outside making experiential wanderings. If the weather
dictates, some work will take place indoors.
Using cloth, stitch, paper and locally gathered plant dyes (from weeds and windfalls) along with
drawing, writing, mark-making and paper-folding techniques (developed especially for the class) we
build a series of small and intricate workbooks mapping the journey of our time together. We record
our experiences through dyeing, drawing and painting as well as through poetry and story, developing
a vocabulary of marks from the landscape and gathering a rich resource of words and images to take
forward into other work.
We will also work on creating a unique and personal apron from a pre-loved shirt, hand stitch a
tsunubukuro bag and hand twine some cord from dyed cloth remnants.
Walking is an essential component of our work. There may be music as well as rich silences. Times of
deep listening, experiential drawing and the gathering of "gorgeous nothings"...spontaneous poetry
noted while wandering, as well as gentle group performances of aleatory poetry created by reading
aloud together.
The practice of ‘being (t)here’ is a way of experiencing the whirled that finds the cracks that let the
light get in no matter where you happen to be, offering a pathway for wandering; whether you’re in a
verdant forest, or on the beach, by a river somewhere, in the middle of a city or in an industrial
wasteland.
Through engaging deeply with place, we find a way home into ourselves.

participants to bring
nine pieces of cloth of about 30 x 30 cm (size is a rough guide, but it is important that all the pieces be
the same size and shape) :: three silk, three wool, three cellulose (ie linen, cotton, hemp) of similar
weights would be good. O the other hand, if you wanted all silk or all wool, that’s fine too.
Half a metre of silk organza
a small bag (about bread bag sized) of mixed fabric offcuts, whatever is lying around the sewing room
that is not already dyed

needles and undyed natural threads, scissors
a soluble graphite stick
a notebook and something to write with
two pre-loved shirts. One to make the apron, the other to harvest from. Can be linen, cotton or silk.
(It’s good if one is quite strong fabric)
three sheets of watercolour or printmaking paper between 165 and 200gsm is good (not too thick, if it
cracks when you fold it, it’s no good). Folding them in half and even quarters, to fit in your bag is
fine. Just make sure the folds are exact.
A ball of good strong string

+
India will also bring treasures to share
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